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Growing freight task underscores need for business 
to prepare for higher demand 

It’s no secret that Australia’s freight task is growing. In Victoria alone, the volume of freight – excluding 100 
million tonnes of waste and quarry movements – is expected to nearly triple to over 900 million tonnes in 30 
years, according to Freight Victoria. 

This is brought about by increased demand driven by population growth, greater access to low-cost, imported 
consumer goods, and an unprecedented increase in construction material movements to support infrastructure 
projects underway. 

VTA State Conference 2020, being held from 1-3 March at Silverwater Resort, Phillip Island, is being formulated 
specifically to help our members and other freight and logistics operators to Manage Increased Demand that is 
an inevitable consequence of the growing freight task. 

Of course, more freight is good news for the transport industry because it affords operators that have growth 
aspirations the chance to increase the size and scale of their businesses, employ more people and increase their 
revenue and margins.  

However, it also carries a degree of risk, particularly when operators grow too quickly and are unable to adjust 
their administrative processes, headcount, fleet size and composition and other business systems to keep pace 
with growth. 

If you want your operation to be best-placed to capitalise on opportunities afforded by increased demand for 
transport, I encourage you to attend the Conference and hear directly from industry legislators, regulators and 
other transport experts who will influence the economic and trading environment we will be operating in for 
decades to come. 

Topics covered include industrial relations, infrastructure, heavy vehicle licencing, road user charges and 
national law, technology and safety, and education and training, with speakers and panellists attending to help 
you prepare your operation for the opportunities and risk increased demand will bring.  

Special Members Only pricing is available for all current VTA members, with packages available to suit all 
delegates. For pricing and other information about the conference, please visit the VTA website, where you can 
also register online. I hope you can join us at State Conference 2020. 

Peter Anderson 

CEO, VTA 

Ends… 
For the latest VTA news follow us on Twitter @VTAComms 

For further information please contact Brian O’Neil on 0411 055 284 
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